Here is the Guji Guji background production story in short.
Guji Guji is produced by Boulevardteatern, artistic director is Roger Westberg.
We are a theatre with our own venue in the center of Stockholm.
Guji had it´s premiere in Gothenburg/ Sweden the 26 of september 2015.
It´s based on the childrens book Guji Guji by Chih Yuan Chen (Taiwan) from 2003.
In Sweden the translation came last year. The book is very popular in the US.
Chih Yuan Chen received the International IBBY Peter Pan price at the Bookfair in
Gothenburg for best international childrenbook.
He saw the show and was very pleased – he liked that the crocos were so ”bad”.
The show toured in Taiwan in September 2016 – 8 soldout shows in three cities, it
was a great succes. Francis Shen at IFKIDS wrote: ”What a wonderful experience!

Taiwanese kids loved the show!”... ”The music was sensational, and the actresses
were very welltrained. Every department of the show was all to the point.”
So, on stage Sara Ribbenstedt , Martina Grimstedt, and Julia Gumpert – three
girls educated in the art of mime. Sara and Julia at the Mimeacedemy
(Teaterhögskolan) in Stockholm. And Martina at Moveo in Barcelona.
Actually they all are educated at Boulevardteaterns theatreschool before that.
Which is quite nice!
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Daniel Goldmann, actor, teacher at Boulevardteaterns theatreschool, and also a
director, is a brilliant person that I have had the pleasure to work with once before.
Always a joy and lots of music.
Lina Serning is behind the set and costume, she is well reputated here in Sweden
and has created a wonderful set with inspiration from the drawings in the book.
And then me, my name is Jörgen Aggeklint , I have many roles at the theatre, but
mainly I sell shows on tour, but my heart lies in the music. I write music for our
productions and for film and dance performances as well. I also have some
orchestras in which I play the banjolele and sing. Love that. In Guji I have put a
bassxylofon on stage, and created tracks that they play along with.
They also sing the songs to backgroundtracks. It´s a very handy show to tour with,
only three girls and they perform in big venues and theatres as well as in small
spaces like libraries.

Why Guji Guji?
We fell in love with the simple story in the book, and felt that this story just had to
be told and made for the scene. My cousin, who is a kind of Chinaexpert, said after
seeing Guji, that ” I don´t think this could have been written on the mainland”
Meaning there is a subtle message in this childrensbook saying, think for yourself,
don´t just do what others tell you to do. And she was right, it´s a Taiwanese book.
The show has toured Sweden during the autumn 2015 and spring 2016 and will in
december have performed over 300 shows.

The team from left: Lina, Jörgen, Martina, Ana, Pär (light designer), Sara, Daniel, and Isabelle (makeup)
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Check trailer :
https://vimeo.com/146994057
Check our website:
http://www.boulevardteatern.se/f%C3%B6rest%C3%A4llningar/barn/gujiinternational-29244443
Contact: Jörgen Aggeklint / producer
Boulevardteatern
Höga Stigen 3
116 20 Stockholm
+46 7 38-98 79 39
mail: jorgen@boulevardteatern.se
www.boulevardteatern.se

